
LAND SEMINAR, HELD ON 18TH OCTOBER 2017 
IN THE ATTLEE SUITE, PORTCULLIS HOUSE, WESTMINSTER, LONDON SW1A 2JR

Chaired by Debbie Abrahams MP, Shadow Secretary of State for Work and Pensions and
MP for Oldham East and Saddleworth:  Taxpayers Against Poverty ico-hosted this event 
with the APPG on Health in All Policies and the APPG on Poverty.  The speakers  were:
Lindsay Judge, Resolution Foundation, Fred Harrison, the Land Research Trust, Prof 
Michael Edwards, The Bartlett School of Planning, UCL, Anna Minton, Author "BIG 
CAPITAL Who is London for?", Ian Kirkwood, Scottish Land Revenue Group.  The people
thrive with Land Value Tax in Australia, Denmark, Hong Kong, Harrisburg Pennsylvania 
and other US cities.  The Land Research Trust will publish a short book at the seminar in 
which authors living in Denmark and the USA describe how it works in their countries. 

Lindsay Judge, of the Resolution Foundation: 
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/about-us/team/lindsay-judge/  
– Work on Housing has been  undertaken by the Resolution Foundation’s 
Intergenerational Commission: https://www.intergencommission.org/about/.  
They have done polling work with IPSIS Mori –  6/10 of people with a degree said YES to 
the question “Will the younger generation have a worse standard of life than previous 
generation?” The reason most people pointed to was Housing 7/10 people chose that: 
http://www.resolutionfoundation.org/media/press-releases/millennials-would-rather-have-
grown-up-in-an-earlier-time/ .  It isn’t just an issue for those on a low income or poorer of 
the country, it’s a majority issue.  It’s about affordability, the proportion of income spent on 
housing. Graph showing age and proportion of income spent on housing, which compares 
the experience of different generations at the same point in their lives, increasing with 
subsequent generations.  The second issue is what are you getting for your money.  Older 
generations are more likely to own your own home.  Even in social housing, the older 
generation are the lucky generation, then they became the beneficiaries of Right to Buy.  
So people are not subject to the rented sector,  lack of security, lowest quality, least 
affordable.  Millennials are paying more and getting less, spending more time travelling to 
work.  Quick overview of intergenerational issues.  Prognosis for the future: what will home
ownership look like? Graph showing projected experience of different generations, best-
case scenario, two implications of deferral of home ownership is that more and more 
people are spending their key fertility years renting).  Secondly they are likely to be paying 
off mortgages for the whole of their working lives.  So the younger generation are likely to 
reach 50% of home ownership. Turnout at elections – a political challenge. Presentation 
slides are at: http://taxpayersagainstpoverty.org.uk/files/APPG_slides_Oct_2017_-
_Lindsay_Judge_-_Resolution_Foundation1.pdf 

Fred Harrison, of the Land Research Trust: https://landresearchtrust.org   
Each generation will get a worse deal than the last generation, under current policies.  
Offers the big picture, the overall impact of the way the current tax regime bears down not 
just on younger but also on older people, you won’t realise the dramatic significance of 
what we are talking about.  Most politicians won’t talk about LVT because it’s so sensitive 
with home-owners. So anyone talking about changing these structures will cause a 
negative reaction because they depend on the middle-class vote.  What we are talking 
about was agreed over 100 years ago - in 1909 a Liberal, then in 1931, a Labour 
Government enacted laws, but on both occasions they were not able to implement it 
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through opposition within parliament.  Land is everything that we didn’t make, it’s a natural 
resource.  Rent is a composite of the value of the services of nature, the whole spectrum, 
eg sun, rain, and also the location, the socially created value.  We can isolate this away 
from the stream of income from labour and capital equipment.  In the UK tens of 
thousands of people each year die prematurely losing 20 years of their lives, due to all the 
pressures that can be tracked back to a malfunctioning revenue system.   

My hypothesis is that these premature deaths are caused because of  the way we treat 
land above employment.  So we we have a permanent group of people who are 
unemployed because of the nature of the tax regime on income.  People go into jobs 
which are not their first options.  It distorts - we are spending a huge part of the tax 
revenue supporting urban sprawl, wasting resources, it’s a malfunctioning system.  We 
have a willingness to abuse nature.  Combining all these elements of wasting people, 
capital and nature, we end up with all the symptoms we have today of family distress, eg 
postponing marriage affects the fertility rate, so we end up with a demographic crisis.  
People who can’t cope turn to over-eating or eating wrong foods, or taking drugs, just 
because of the stresses of their lives.  Mental ill-health is an aggregate all these things. 

Dr George Miller, says that 40,000 people can die prematurely because of the tax regime.  
If there was one good reason why parliament should re-examine the fiscal system it is this.
If we add up all the aggregated distortions, we end up with what economics call dead-
weight losses, of half a trillion pounds each year – willing to engage on a discussion as to 
the exact figures.  The Treasury does not disclose the dead weight losses.  Why don’t we 
have politicians insisting on an estimate of the dead-weight losses?  There would be none 
if we taxed land.  The Office of National Statistics said they over-estimated by half a trillion 
– that’s how reliable the data is – we need a re-examination of the way the treasury 
chronicles this.

Ian Kirkwood, Scottish Land Revenue Group: www.slrg.scot  – proposals on 
how to increase land revenue.  Nicola Sturgeon has recently made commitments of open 
discussions on firstly how to increase income tax, secondly, some form of land value tax.  
Currently there are at least £36b of dead-weight losses, which is the wealth that would 
have been created by enterprises but which is missing because of poorly chosen taxes 
especially those on income and trade.  This would be improved by a “locally collected land 
rent”.  Different sources support this idea: the present crisis of poverty, dislocation, 
homelessness, premature death, low economic growth and perpetual deficits.  

Adam Smith identifies a tax which doesn’t inflict dead-weight losses.  Which taxes can be 
said not to take from the poor?  Was he right?  Clear Message, is “Tackling Inequality”. 
Real estate and land remain under-used in many countries.  Something evidenced today 
by IMF.  Frank Ramsay died aged 26 but made important contributions in Maths, 
Philosophy and Economics:  Ramsay’s Rule: “commodities may be elastic in their supply 
and demand”, If there is any commodity which is inelastic, the whole of the revenue must 
be raised on that commodity, which is land”.  Taxes on employment reduce employment, 
consumption is reduced by VAT. Annual Ground Rent will inflict no deadweight losses.  
Final example Joseph Stiglitz is also a member of Holyrood’s own Council of Economic 
Advisers.  He says it’s highly efficient to tax rents because they don’t cause any distortion, 
and it introduces incentives not to increase this activity.  However do those responsible in 
Westminster take dead-weight losses into account?  Tax today, income tax is the worst-
offending tax in reducing the wealth in Britain.  Were this data available to the chancellor, 
would he not be obliged to adhere to Ramsey’s Rule?  

http://www.slrg.scot/


Fred Harrison says it amounts to half a trillion pounds every year in Britain. Why is 
Holyrood about to open discussions on increasing income tax?  Holyrood’s Taxes are 
Council Tax and Income Tax.  Nicola Sturgeon in the same speech came face to face with 
another solution, ie Land Value Tax.  The scope of that levy goes into the area of Land 
Banking.  The problem is that Westminster is controlled by land-owners.  There is a 
political challenge, protesting vested interests are middle-class people who own a house 
who will always say LVT is unfair.  His message to Holyrood is be bold, listen to advice, 
address inequality, go for locally collected ground rentt: http://slrg.scot/how-holyrood-
should-raise-more-revenue/ A link to a full copy of Ian Kirkwood’s presentation at: 
http://taxpayersagainstpoverty.org.uk/files/IanKirkwoodPortcullisTalkOct172.pdf 

Professor Michael Edwards, The Bartlett School of Planning, UCL – 
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/bartlett/planning/mr-michael-edwards There are  different schools 
of thought but also a need for coalitions between people with different policies.  Firstly, we 
need to identify the aims of all this.  Secondly we need to address geographic inequality.  
Thirdly we need to consider whether we should aim to expand or contract markets.  
Finally, a technical point in how you would implement it, and whether you should separate 
the land from the buildings. He has worked with Duncan Bowie, expert on planning around
housing, who did housing policy for Ken Livingstone. 

One aim would be to change the structure of the economy to reinforce productive activity, 
away from speculative investment.  Secondly the planning issue which is to bring land 
forward for development, into the production process so that more houses get built, which 
appeals to people who think the main problem is supply.  A third aim would be to hem in 
market-relations, to expand the area governed by gift relations and collective ownership, 
eg blood donor service, etc. Remember that Henry George was a passionate believer in 
capitalism – there’s a big discussions to be had there.  Fourthly, on public policy objectives
and the issue of capturing the uplift of value in land and property for collective purposes - 
social value can be valued and harvested, and should be collected, which could be an 
important means to reduce wealth inequality and class inequality rather than using land as 
an engine producing inequality. Finally, reducing taxes against enterprise, we could argue 
which should be replaced first.  

The problem we have with any taxes is that they generate more income in rich areas than 
in poor areas.  We do have mechanisms for redistributing tax, which don’t work very well, 
and could work better in future.  It’s crucial to avoid the contrast between rich and poor 
cities, as happens in the USA. Any tax reforms we do must have built-in distribution – and 
it’s a challenge how to do this.  Spatial inequalities are enormous at a UK scale and at 
smaller scales. In London (see map below) the high land and property values are 
concentrated in the centre, and then outwards to the southwest and northwest; adjacent to
big parks and to the green belt. The purist Land Value Tax rule would be to tax only the 
value of the land, excluding the value of buildings. Buildings are called ‘improvements’ with
the implication that more improvement is always better.  I’m not sure we’d want to make 
that identification in the UK! Some of the intensifications we are seeing in London are pure 
greed with little merit.
For example, the Heygate site, at the Elephant & Castle, once comprising 1214 socially 
rented homes will now include only 74 socially rented homes from a total of 2,704:  See:  
https://www.newstatesman.com/politics/2013/11/look-heygate-estate-whats-wrong-
londons-housing • http://metro.co.uk/2017/04/16/every-flat-in-new-london-estate-has-been-
sold-to-foreign-investors-6577715/ • https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heygate_Estate 
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London is full of such instances of
intensification.  It was based on the
assumption that you have a zone
system, so it’s hard to know how you
would value it, what you are allowed to
do depends on negotiation with local
authorities, which is open to corruption,
so Michael’s view is at least to start with
property tax, values updated every
years, if Zoopla can do it, so can the
State, using continually updated data,
collecting rent from intensively
developed land. 

In summary, Michael’s view is that we
need to base taxes on on existing use
value, except for un-implemented
permissions, land allocated in plans,
land under option, starting with Council
Tax (CT), Uniform Business Rates
(UBR ), Capital Gains Tax (CGT),
Stamp Duty Land Tax (SDLT), 
Compulsory Purchase Orders (CPOs) 
at existing use value, and bring in Land
Value Tax (LVT) later.  A longer version
of Michael Edward’s argument is in his 
report for the government’s Future of
Cities project: https://societycould.wordpress.com  - Link to slides: Edwards_LVT_portcullis

Publications List: https://michaeledwards.org.uk/publications-list/ and Michal’s new book: 
Urban Re-industrialization (ed Nawratek) Chapter 1 by Michael Edwards and Myfanwy 
Taylor. Order or download at https://punctumbooks.com/titles/urban-re-industrialization/ 

Anna Minton, Author "BIG CAPITAL Who is London for?": 
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Big-Capital-London-Anna-Minton/dp/0141984996 – we saw a
5-minute summary of the book: https://www.theguardian.com/books/2017/jun/12/big-
capital-who-is-london-for-anna-minton-review.  Referencing Thomas Piketty’s study, we 
have an economy in the UK which is entirely reliant on property, and property speculation: 
https://www.theguardian.com/money/2014/sep/21/-sp-thomas-piketty-bestseller-why . 

The big capital flooding into the city has created a trickle-down effect, not like Thatcher’s 
promises of trickle down which failed, what we are seeing is a replacement activity, 
downsizing, buying property in poorer areas, which experience gentrification which in turn 
displaces people.  Over 20% spend over 50% of their income on housing.  Are the others 
home-owners or living with their parents? We’ve seen huge increase in value of land in 
London, and a big estate demolition programme - 100 estates in London have been 
demolished and replaced with luxury estates bought by foreign investors.  The last  30 
years has shown decimation of Local Authority housing stock due to Right to Buy, so that 
more people are now in private rented sector.  This is an incredibly flawed model, the 
Benefit bill is continually rising.  
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Anna Minton’s book came out on 1st June, two weeks later the Grenfell Tower tragedy 
happened. This changed the context – it was a never-again moment - the issue raised was
of communities being ignored.  As the summer progressed Jeremy Corbyn made a lot of 
issues around housing, if there’s a good time to debate these issues, and there’s a window
to change that. Planning is important – we should intervene in the market, it does not work 
for housing. Story of the planning system, during the second world war, Beveridge was 
writing his landmark report, there were five social events, the NHS and Housing Act came 
at the same time, both put forward by Aneurin Bevan.  

We know less about the planning system, the 1947 Planning Act is the basis of the 
contemporary planning system, simplistically it did two key things, it protected the green 
belt and ensured a mechanism that granting planning permission ensured the rise in value,
a compensatory mechanism ensured that it was captured for social housing. It was a 
borderland value tax.  It was difficult to implement, it lasted
for a few years, in the 50s, 60s and 70s the Labour
Government would bring it in, then Tories would repeal it,
but we had a tax on land in 1985 when Nigel Lawson got rid
of it, it was 60% land value, and was the key reason we did
not have this speculative market before mid-80s housing
boom.  Then we had section 106 when developers made
agreements to bring in social housing, which didn’t work,
and has now morphed into confidential agreements which
even planning committee members are not allowed to see
the details of, to do with a small proportion of affordable
housing, now deemed to be 80% of market value, so we
had a two-pronged system and now we only one half, which
has let it rip.  Look at Australian, Scandinavia, Australia,
and Hong Kong - they all have a sort of land value tax that
we should look at.  See link to Anna Minton’s book at: 
https://www.penguin.co.uk/books/303684/big-capital/ 

Paul Nicolson – looking at Haringey - says the viability assessment settles the amount 
of affordable housing can be built, making it as low as possible. In 2013, they said 50%, it 
has now gone down to 40%.  The problem is they can change the viability as the operation
goes on, will not commit themselves, whilst building is in progress they can reduce it still 
further.  So we are in serious trouble.  Link to Paul Nicolson’s Report and the presentations
in this seminar are on the TAP website:  http://taxpayersagainstpoverty.org.uk/news/land-
mps-urged-to-lobby-obrtreasury-to-calculatepublish-dead-weight-losses- 

Questions & Answers

Q  Jonathan Rosenberg of Fight Against Lady Porter. Chair of Walterton & Elgin Housing 
Coop, and organiser at West Kensington and Gibbs Green Estate, and champion of 
community ownership, through the Land Act, Community Empowerment Act, in 
Scotland,where ¾ of land is owned by the community.  Land in East London £400m: 
https://www.constructionnews.co.uk/home/east-london-400m-construction-framework-
winners-revealed/8630046.article .  He is working with small group to bring in law and 
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communities wanting to make a better use of land.  Approved bodies can obtain a 500 
year least, but the land-owner would gain 50% of any surplus working on it for over a year. 
He supports Michael and Anna’s approach, feels that LVT is dealing with symptoms not 
causes, and that we need to transfer it to the community with he benefit going into 
supporting people so that they can become more independent.  He would like to see the 
Land Debate take on the issue in a bigger way and look at causes not symptoms.  

Q.  Chis Roach, an architect in North London, sympathises but current system is 
dysfunctional, how is it going to change, not by tinkering around with the tax system, it has 
failed because of the other issue, which is that the planning system is riddled with 
intellectual, moral and political corruption.  What we won’t change is building large 
numbers of housing whilst we allow nimbyism to persist, it is intellectually and morally 
corrupt.  In part you address the planning system, where there is a presumption in favour 
of development, and the planning system, officers, and councillors are Implicated – and  
nimbys are in control.  Fred says look at China, land is the property of the state.  You can 
only lease it, but they allow the privations of the rent of land, corrupts local party official, it’s
the stream of income that we call rent that is the basis of corruption and distortion, the 
planning system was introduced to solve it, but didn’t rescued it, it’s a framework within 
which the community establishes land use.  Paul says he agrees with both…..

Q. Midwife, in her day mortgages were manageable, property prices rose slowly.  In 
1980s there was a call to world leaders to deal with their rise in population.  The question 
now is how are we going to catch up – how can we build more houses?  Anna Minton 
says the answer is that we are building plenty, but they are the wrong houses for the 
wrong people, it’s about the kind of supply - we need to revisit the planning system.  
Michael says is the land problem, you can building a house for £100k, from 1980 onwards 
you have an explosion of the availability of credit, so you can pay whatever the market 
needs, it’s the flood of credit from the de-regulation of the banking system.  

Ql.  Ed Randall, why do some members of this panel actually think that there is an 
antipathy between a revenue-raising measure directed at location values, and a vigorous 
planning system, so depressing that people thinking about these are failing to appreciate 
the common ground.  Michael Edwards says he agrees with raising tax through location 
value.  It’s also crucial to have a strong planning system, environmental issues balance of 
issues between different sectors of society, no incompatibility at all, What he said is that 
we don’t in Britain have a zoning system if there was going to be a pure LVT, because the 
planning system which has the capacity to generate mixed use, but more democratic 
decision. Fred Harrison says the problem is that people think it began in the 1980s.  It’s 
been going on for 300 years, as explained in “Boom Bust”.  What happened after WW2 
was an aberration.  What we’ve had today is a continuation of the cyclical boom bust, and 
unless we get our heads round it we will miss the big story.  Karl Marx said “socialise the 
rent of land”  If we had done that, which echoes Adam Smith, the rest would fall into place. 
If we neutralised that one issue, it would adjust because people would adjust not because 
parliament decided how we should order our communities.



Q.  A Lady:  Why do we allow people who reside outside the UK to buy our property?  Is 
that fair and is there a way of taxing it?.  Like in Vancouver they have taxed foreign 
investment, also Berlin, we have an ideological aversion to doing that but there is popular 
support for it.  Michael says why do we allow people to buy multiple properties and  
speculative buying of quantities of land, whether they are reside in the UK or not. The 
problem is buying property and not using it, whether they are British or foreign. 

Q.  A Lady Living in Walthamstow for 12 years, said the house she lives in has six flats, 
and has been remortgaged to someone living abroad, the rent is so high we cannot afford 
to pay it, so the question is how often this is happening.  We should be raising questions 
about the Buy-to-Let market, high rents, fuelling the whole market.  Councils are involved 
in that because of failure to provide social housing means people having to go private.

Paul Nicolson: says Taxpayers Against Poverty: http://taxpayersagainstpoverty.org.uk is 
targeting mayoral constituencies, launching first in London: Tuesday 24 th in Bloomsbury 
Central Baptist Church, then Saturday 18th November in Manchester.  The idea is to lobby 
them to implement LVT by city – they have the power.  Legislation is also needed in 
parliament, so they are also lobbying there, to change the policies whereby tenants are 
forced into evictions, temporary accommodation and rough sleeping, which record 
numbers of people are doing. Thanks to Carrie, thanks to Debbie, thanks to speakers.

MF/mf - draft at 171023
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